A reminder that players may play up, but to be able to play at a lower level than their computer (J) rating,
requires pre-approval. Coach must sumbit request before the player plays on the form linked on the Rules,
Forms and Information page of the website: www.oragnecountyusta.com

Level

Rating
Range

# of
players

RATING DESCRIPTIONS - Players may play up a level, but not
down, without prior approval and possible dq from advancing to next
level. Coaches are responsible for placing players at the proper level
according to both the descriptions below and the ratings.

LOCAL LEAGUE ONLY - PROGRESS TO OC LOCAL LEAGUE JAMBOREE AT END
OF SEASON
These players are brand new to tennis. They need extensive on-court help and you
must provide one court monitor per each court for matches. They should have no
OB III
previous OB experience, or one season of OB III at the most.
OB II

These players are not brand new to the game. They may have played a season or two
before, but they can't yet play matches on their own. They still need on-court help
and require one court monitor for each court.

OB I

These kids can play and would be confortable entering an OB tournament. You must
still provide monitors, but may use one per every two courts if the courts are adjacent
to each other.

D

< 1.5

Absolute Beginner Players who have never played JTT before not just new to JTT, but new to tennis

C

< 2.0

Novice Players who are still very new to tennis with some
experience, but very low level skills

B

< 2.3

Very Low level intermediate player - has some skill, may have
played D & C JTT beforew, but would not enter a Satellite
tournament

A

< 2.6

Medium Level Intermediate player. Skill level is high enough to
be able to enter a Satellite tournament, but would not do well.

TEAMS COMPETING FOR SECTION CHAMPIONSHIPS

Bronze

< 2.9

Silver

< 3.4

Gold

>3.5

Players can have some tennis experience. These players have
participated in the league but should not have extensive
tournament experience and should have not played in Open
level junior tournaments.
Players have more tennis experience and may have a ranking
and points from tournament play. These players have
participated in the league and play Satellite and/or Open level
Players have more tennis experience and may have a ranking
and points from tournament.
Players have extensive tennis and tournament experience.
These players would usually participate in Open level
tournaments and be considered Advanced level players.

